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Very Special Arts Singapore, also known as 
VSA(S), was established on 21 January 1995 as 
a public company limited by guarantee. It was 
registered under the Charities Act on 5 September 
1995. VSA(S) is approved as an Institution of 
Public Character (IPC), administered by the 
Ministry of Social and Family Development.

OUR 
STORY

MISSION, 
VISION & 
PURPOSE

OUR
POLICIES

MISSION
To create and provide access and opportunities 
for people with disabilities through the arts. 

VISION
A world where people with disabilities are 
empowered through the arts, contribute to and 
integrate with the community.

PURPOSE
The objective of VSA(S) is to enrich and enable 
people with disabilities through the arts. As 
a leading arts organisation for people with 
disabilities, VSA(S) provides access to the arts 
through organising art classes, workshops, 
learning journeys, exhibitions, showcase 
platforms and other activities.

POLICIES
Funding Sources
Our pr imary funding sources are government grants 
(e.g.  Nat ional  Counci l  of  Social  Service,  Nat ional 
Arts Counci l  and Cultural  Matching Fund),  income
from fees, sale of  merchandise and artwork,  as wel l 
as sponsorships and donat ions from indiv iduals and 
corporat ions.

Volunteers
VSA(S) enl ists and involves volunteers in i ts 
programmes for persons with disabi l i t ies.  Volunteers 
help in var ious areas, f rom guiding part ic ipants 
dur ing art  lessons to render ing assistance to 
administrat ive funct ions. 



The past 12 months have been a time 
like no other, not just for VSA(S) 
but also the world. Being called an 

“existential threat” and the “crisis of a 
generation”, the COVID-19 pandemic has 
not only taken lives, disrupted livelihoods, 
caused untold misery and suffering, but also 
deepened the plight of the disabled and 
their caregivers.

Challenges to VSA(S) rose significantly 
during the year due to a drop in donations, 
suspension of classes during the Circuit 
Breaker, reduced class attendance due 
to COVID-19 restrictions and economic 
hardships faced by caregivers. Instead of 
keeping our heads down and waiting for the 
storm to pass, VSA(S) took bold steps to 
counter the adverse impact of the pandemic 
and prepare for the emergence of a stronger 
and more sustainable organisation. 

Our lessons went online as did our 
conferences, performances and events. 
With a combination of grit, passion and 
determination, VSA(S) succeeded in 
adapting to a harsh new world, maintaining 
connections and relationships with 
beneficiaries and key stakeholders including 
volunteers, donors, government agencies 
and caregivers. I salute Maureen and the 
VSA(S) team for having the courage “under 
fire” in ensuring the survival of our charity. 
It is this same fighting spirit that will see 
us through this pandemic turned endemic 
crisis, and beyond.

In the past months, VSA(S) embarked on 
four major projects which will significantly 

enhance the survivability and success of this 
organisation while ensuring its sustainability:
1.  Sustainability Funding Project - review 
and adoption of best and most progressive 
global and local practices in fundraising as 
VSA(S) transforms from mainly fundraising 
activities to philanthropy and sustainable 
fundraising. We partnered with Conjunct 
Consulting and students from SMU on this 
initiative, on a pro-bono basis.

2. Organisational Development/Branding - 
creating a clear and recognisable brand and 
a resilient organisation with a strong culture 
and clear purpose capable of withstanding 
current and future headwinds, being a 
preferred partner, and THE leading disability 
and arts organisation in Singapore.

3.  Digitalisation - pivoting towards 
digitalisation of our processes and 
procedures, improving the user experience, 
and strengthening our IT infrastructure with 
the objective of enhancing our business 
model and capabilities, productivity and the 
quality of customer interactions. Our partner 
on this digital/IT journey is NTT.

4. New Centre - We are excited to inform 
our supporters that a third centre will be 
inaugurated at Bukit Merah Central in 2022. 
This will bring the number of VSA(S) centres 
to three, with the other two currently in 
Bedok and Changi.

The VSA(S) Board affirmed its practice of 
Board Renewal and strengthened Board 
Diversity with the appointment of Dr Azariah 
Tan, a talented and internationally renowned 
pianist who is hearing impaired, Mr Eric 
Chua, Parliamentary Secretary in the Ministry 
of Social and Family Development and 
Ministry of Culture, Community and Youth, 
and Mr Han Hee Jan, Senior Advisor at 
Singapore Consultancy.

VSA(S) also appointed two Advisors to assist 
and support the Board and the Executive 
Director:
- Nigel Smith, CEO of DIA Group as Advisor 
Strategic Marketing.

- Abdul Hamid Abdullah, Community Leader 
and Ex Auditor (Auditor General’s Office) as 
Advisor Community Advocacy.
Both advisors have distinguished careers 
and are leaders in their areas of interest 
and expertise. VSA(S) welcomes all five 
appointees to the family.

Far from being cowed by the virus, VSA(S) 
is striving to overcome current and future 
challenges and emerge more resilient and 
sustainable. We are inspired in this journey 
by the unwavering support of all VSA(S) 
supporters in a particularly challenging year.

As we begin this new journey towards 
a rejuvenated VSA(S), we ask for your 
continued commitment to our cause and 
quest to build a robust, engaged and 
enlightened community devoted to arts and 
disability. 

Thank you for your support. It is much 
needed and very much appreciated!

Chairman’s Message 

“We only have 
what we give”
- Isabel Allende
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Cheers,
Andrew Liew



some new approaches, the caregivers were 
enthusiastic and encouraging. Wow!

We Became More Creative and Innovative
Indeed, COVID-19 has forced us to become 
more creative and innovative. We were able to 
stay in touch with our beneficiaries and their 
caregivers during lockdown and when we were 
able to invite them back to class, we were 
able to maintain our student numbers through 
technology. For example, with the class size 
limited to 5 maximum, we split our classes into 
2 physical spaces, allocated the teacher into 
1 classroom while the other was managed by 
his assistant with the teaching session live-
streamed for the other group. This way, we 
were able to control the high costs of operating 
with only a small number of students in a class.

We Became More Entrepreneurial
Part of our mission is to provide opportunities 
for our beneficiaries to earn an income. We 
created our own green room in one of the 
studios and equipped it with video recording 
equipment, microphones, musical instruments 
for recording and live streaming. We were able 
to create performances and training sessions 
for corporates and other disability agency 
clients, involving some of our professional/
semi-professional artists with disabilities in the 
making of these videos and sessions, which 
helped them to earn an income during this 
trying period.

As more people were working from home, 
our outreach for commission work was more 
successful than previously, as we were able 
to arrange online Zoom sessions to share with 
the corporates what we can offer. We managed 
to increase the number of commission works 
during this COVID-19 period. We continue to 
hold our quarterly art exhibitions through our 
virtual gallery, and have begun conducting 
online and small group personal tours of the 
exhibition held in our VSA(S) Art Gallery at 
Changi City Point.

We embarked on our long-awaited 
transformational journey with support from 
funders, donors and volunteers.  These were 
the projects we initiated:
• Sustainable Funding Consultancy Project
• Organisational Development/Re-branding 

Consultancy Project
• IT Roadmap
• 3rd Centre Renovation
• Strengthening our marketing, fundraising 

and business development functions

Executive Director’s Message 

Good Things Came 
Out of COVID-19
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Our Beneficiaries Became More Independent and 
Focused
“This COVID-19 is good!”, exclaimed teacher Susan, 
Foundation Visual Art Teacher, when we met shortly 
after our beneficiaries came back to the classes.

“Really, how is it good?” I asked.

“We cannot have volunteers, right? Because of the 
social distancing. So, now I tell my students that 
they have to wash the brushes themselves. They 
have to paint the pictures on your own. And, guess 
what? They did it!”, replied proud teacher Susan, 
beaming from ear to ear.

Teacher Fran, vocal coach and music arranger for 
our VS Choir, also shared that the choir members 
made significant improvements in their quality of 
participation. After some initial challenges, they 
were able to adapt positively to the digital format of 
the virtual classes, improved their concentration and 
focus through the length of the lessons, and showed 
improvements in their pitch and vocal quality. The 
choir which meets every Saturday morning via Zoom 
grew from 20 to almost 30 members. Through their 
weekly sessions, they have now formed a very 
supportive and encouraging community, as can 
be seen in the messages within their group chat. 
Teacher Fran said with pride, “Bravo VS Choir and 
caregivers for adapting and improving through this 
challenging period.”

Our Staff, Teachers and Care-givers Became 
“Experts” 
Another very encouraging sharing is from Magali, 
Programme Manager, who shared that the first 
lockdown was terrible. We were scrambling for 
information on what to do for home-based learning, 
organising lessons and materials to be delivered to 
the students’ homes, getting teachers to conduct 
the lessons online, getting equipment for teachers 
and beneficiaries, etc. The second time around, no 
sweat! Everyone knew what to do. The teachers 
rose to the occasion, the Programme Executives 
helped to organise everything including setting up 
the online facilities, the teaching staff independently 
conducted their lessons and even came up with 

“Resiliency, you 
see, “is not about 
overcoming but 
becoming”.”
-Sherri Mandell

And, we successfully achieved the following in 
FY20/21:
- 285 beneficiaries in Visual Arts programme
- 129 beneficiaries in Performing Arts programme
- 7 beneficiaries in Literary Arts programme
- 375 regular volunteers
- 4500 likes on Facebook
- 680 followers on Instagram
- $544K raised from sponsors and donors
- $700K (accumulated) for third center

Thank you ALL. We could not have accomplished 
so much without the support of our Patron, 
board of directors, advisors, staff, beneficiaries 
& their caregivers, donors, partners, government 
funders, collaborators, and especially, our 
volunteers.

Thank you for your continuous belief in what we 
do and your unwavering support!

03 04

Stay safe!
Maureen Goh
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Our Team
Charity Registration Number: 01118

Unique Entity Number (UEN): 199500567G

Institution of Public Character: 
15 October 2013 to 14 February 2016 
01 February 2016 to 31 January 2018 
01 February 2018 to 31 July 2019 
01 August 2019 to 31 January 2022

Office Addresses / Contact:
VSA(S) Art Space @ Bedok 
Block 133 Bedok North Avenue 3 #01-138 Singapore 460133
Telephone: +65 6448 6275 | Fax: +65 6441 6403 

VSA(S) Art Space @ Changi 
5 Changi Business Park Central 1 #03-01 Changi City Point 
Singapore 486038
Telephone: +65 6604 9431 | Fax: +65 6441 6403

Email: general@vsa.org.sg 
Website: www.vsa.org.sg 
Facebook/ Instagram: @vsa.singapore 

Banker 
Malayan Banking Berhad 
OCBC Bank 
DBS Bank

Auditor 
Suhaimi Salleh & Associate

Executive Director Ms Maureen Goh 

Date of Appointment 5 September 2016

Staffing 
As at 31 March 2021, there were 10.5 full-time staff employed by VSA Singapore.



VSA(S) 
Enables
VSA(S) provides tra in ing for our benef ic iar ies to 
explore their  creat iv i ty,  gain ski l ls  and develop 
their  capacity as art ists and members of  society.

Pathways for our beneficiaries
Foundat ion         Art ist- In-Training         Professional  Art ist 

Foundation Programmes
For beneficiaries who wish to explore their 
interest in art, we provide art foundation 
classes conducted by qualified instructors.

Visual Arts

VSA(S) takes pride in developing 
a wide range of visual art 
programmes for persons with 
disabilities aged 5 and above 
to foster self-development and 
expression. These programmes 
focus on drawing, painting, 
ceramics, and other media. 
Activities include weekly classes, 
holiday workshops and learning 
journeys to art galleries and 
exhibitions.

Literary Arts

Our literary arts programme 
comprises workshops in 
poetry, short stories and 
other forms of creative 
writing, culminating in a 
public performance, VSA(S) 
OUT LOUD, at the Singapore 
Writers Festival.

No. of Beneficiaries: 7

Performing Arts

Our performing arts programme provides 
avenues for learning in areas such as speech and 
drama, creative dance, music and percussion. 
Programmes include weekly classes, unique 
holiday workshops, fun excursions and public 
performances.

No. of Beneficiaries: 94

No. of Beneficiaries: 224 
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Visual Arts
Pieces of Peace

Borderless Arts Tennessee organised 
an event called the “Pieces of Peace” 
in memory of the founder of VSA 
International, Jane Kennedy Smith. We 
submitted 4 artworks by our students Li 
Xiang, Julian, Isaac and Bryanleo to be 
included in a digital postcard exhibition. 
A total of 12 organisations from the USA, 
Middle East and Singapore participated 
in the project. The final artwork will be 
sent to the United Nations, the US State 
Department and the Kennedy Family.

Julian ChanLi Xiang
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Performing Arts
Get the Drama - Very Special Theatrics

During these trying times, we committed our time to maintaining 
meaningful connections with our beneficiaries to tide through 
social isolation. By creating home-based learning resources for our 
students enrolled in Speech and Drama, Creative Dance and Very 
Special Dance, many were able to keep their creative juices flowing. 
ACT 3 Theatrics has also created valuable resources for our Very 
Special Theatrics (VST) actors.

Performing Arts
In Tune - VS Choir

VSA(S) has been working with Ms. Fran Ho, a renowned choral director 
in the local music scene, to create online sessions for our beneficiaries 
over Zoom. Even though there were several technical glitches in the 
process, our parents and beneficiaries embraced this “new normal” 
with an optimistic mind-set.

The response to VS Choir was 
overwhelming. From 20 beneficiaries, 
we now have close to 30. The new 
beneficiaries heard of VS Choir 
through our existing choristers’ 
parents and caregivers.

A huge shout-out to all our parents, 
caregivers, beneficiaries and Ms. 
Fran Ho for making this possible!

Literary Arts 
To Covid, With Love - Poetry Workshop with Writing Through

The workshops, which included both poetry and journal writing, were offered on a pro bono basis by 
Writing Through and the response from the public was overwhelming.

The themes explored issues pertinent to the prevailing climate such as the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite 
the heavy topic, the Writing Through facilitators, Jess and Kristin, managed to transmute the raw 
emotions into a beautiful poem. Our beneficiaries thoroughly enjoyed the workshops.
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Preparing for Masterpieces

Date: March - June 2020

During the Circuit Breaker, times were hard 
for our beneficiaries and their caregivers. Due 
to various restrictions in place, our artists-in-
training were unable to leave the house for 
classes. 

To provide our beneficiaries support and keep 
the creativity flowing during these isolated 
moments, VSA(S) transitioned to home-based 
learning and took classes online over Zoom and 
Google Hangout.
 
Our passionate teachers painstakingly 
converted weekly physical lessons into online 
formats. They guided our artists-in-training 
to put together research for their artwork 
assignments, and encouraged them to analyse 
their style, choice of lines, colours and 
composition so that their next work of art would 
be a true masterpiece.

Work in progress of artwork assignment by artist-in-

training, Mitchell Soh  

No. of Beneficiaries

21    Visual Arts 

32   Performing Arts 

Artists-In-Training 
Programmes
These programmes prepare our beneficiaries 
who have undergone basic foundation training 
to pursue a career in the arts. Besides training in 
artistic skill sets, mentorships are also provided 
to our artists-in-training to further mould their 
preferred art form. VSA(S) also enables them to 
obtain certifications, such as the Certificate in 
Visual Arts in collaboration with NAFA, where 
students practise research, communication and 
critical-thinking skills through art-making.

BEYOND DIS:PLAY
This two-year professional theatre training programme aims
to nurture D/deaf and neurodiverse artists into theatre-makers. 
Through weekly training and mentorship from accredited industry
professionals, our students are exposed to a range of skills such as 
audition preparation, physical theatre, screen-acting, improvisation, music-
making, puppetry and dancing.

At the end of this programme, the pioneer cohort will stage a public production. 
The theatre piece focuses on issues brought about by the pandemic and 
rehearsals are currently underway.

VS Dance
In these unprecedented times, VSA(S) has continued 
providing access and opportunities for people with 
disabilities through the arts. In partnership with Raw Moves 
and with the support of Asia Pacific Breweries (APB) 
Foundation, our artists-in-training dancers have remained 
resilient pushing through weekly training where they 
refined their language through movement, developed their 
capacity as responsive communicators and stimulated their 
imagination via Dance.

Their efforts will culminate into a choreographed showcase 
staged for the audience in November 2021. Through their 
performance, VSA(S) will present a different perspective of 
how arts and disabilities can intertwine, symbolising the 
limitless boundaries of the arts. 
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Continuous learning: Digital art
Date: 31 October 2020 

VSA(S) organised our very first Digital Painting Workshop in 2020. 
Raymond, See Mui, Mimi, Azmi, Bee Lian, Teck Mong and Eugene 
took part in this new age art workshop. The artists created various 
pieces on the iPad using the app Procreate, and were guided by 
Instructor Ms. Pang Chiaw Yong. Their exploration of this digital 
medium saw them create pieces around topics such as self-
portraiture, typography, animals, flowers and landscapes.
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Professional Artists 
Programmes
Our professional artists programme provides 
opportunities for continuous learning 
beyond the arts, such as life and leadership 
skills. VSA(S) serves as a bridge between 
our artists/artistes and the community, 
showcasing and selling their artworks, as well 
as creating opportunities for commissioned 
work and collaborations. Our aim is to help 
build a sustainable income for them. 

Connections
In collaboration with the British Council and British High 
Commission, VSA(S) presented CONNECTIONS, a theatre 
showcase by neurodiverse, gender diverse and disabled 
artists.

Held at the Singapore Repertory Theatre, professional 
artists from VSA(S) such as Claire Teo, Stephanie Fam, 
June Chua and Dawn Joy Leong performed works 
directed by Peter Sau, Head of Artistic Development. The 
showcase also featured a digital performance by guest 
artist Jeremy Goldstein from London Artists Projects and 
the feedback was amazing, with many looking forward to 
greater inclusion for persons with disabilities.

No. of Beneficiaries

40    Visual Arts 

4    Performing Arts 



VSA(S) 
Empowers

New Beginnings

Date: 26 September 2020 - 27 November 2020

We were thrilled to announce “New Beginnings”, 
VSA(S)’s first virtual art exhibition, and the 
launch of The Gallery website.

This exhibition draws inspiration from the 
need to break away from the pandemic and 
to look at the “new normal” in a hopeful way. 
The exhibition was graced by Parliamentary 
Secretary of Ministry of Social and Family 
Development and Ministry of Culture, 
Community and Youth, Mr Eric Chua, who is 
also a Director of VSA Board. 

One of our musicians, Robert Tan, opened the 
exhibition with a cover of I do it my way by 
Frank Sinatra. We also had a sign language 
interpreter to help make the exhibition all-
inclusive for our deaf guests.

A total of 12 artists showcased 44 artworks with 
the intention of spreading hope, tranquillity and 
vibrancy in these troubled times.

VSA(S) empowers our benef ic iar ies through 
part ic ipat ion in platforms such as the annual  art 
competi t ion known as “See What I  See”,  concerts 
and exhibit ions,  both local ly and internat ional ly.  We 
showcase and present their  ta lent for them to bui ld 
f inancial  independence and career opportunit ies for 
themselves.
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WELCOME TO MY WORLD
SEE WHAT I SEE

VOICES EXHIBITION
ALIVE EXHIBITION
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Big-i Japan Exhibition

Date: 14 January - 23 January 2021 

Last December, our artists Raymond Lau, Eugene Soh, Chuan Yew Eng, 
Nicole Koo and Ng Siang Hoi had their works exhibited in Koka City, Japan’s 
Shiga Prefecture. The exhibition by Big-i Japan aimed to share artworks by 
people with disabilities to promote a better understanding of their lives and 
aspirations, and to move closer to becoming a more inclusive society.

Koka City is the registered host town for Singapore during the 16th Summer 
Paralympic Games. Through arts and culture, the city hopes to create 
opportunities for residents to encounter international exchanges.

Artists Exhibit Their “Dynamic Touch”

Date: 12 December 2020 – 27 February 2021

“Dynamic Touch” was an exhibition that showcased the artworks of seven of our professional 
artists: Stanley Lim, Chai Hong, Wesley Seah, Tan Aik Lan, Daren Lesie, Lau Su An and Aaron 
Yeo. All of the artists underwent art training by Teacher Yoko Choi.

The artists drew inspiration from life and created works that focused on their favourite subject 
matter, including abstracts, landscapes and florals.

VSA(S)’s annual performance, Welcome To My World, was 
postponed due to COVID-19. However, in its place, we 
organised other commissioned performances and participated 
in international events.

Dance Drama 
“Breakthrough Journey”

Date: 30th January 2021

Over the course of five weeks, dance artists 
Timothy Lee and Ammar Ameezy worked 
ardently to perfect their performance for dance 
drama “Breakthrough Journey”. This project 
was organised by the Government of Japan, the 
Agency for Cultural Affairs, the Japan Arts Council 
(Japan Cultural Expo) and BiG-i International 
Communication Centre for Persons with 
Disabilities.

Made possible with the support of choreographer/
non-disabled dancer Luqman and creative 
enabler Sook Kuan, the film features hip hop and 
breakdance moves that portray a spry and light 
hearted energy. Through music and dance, the film 
showcases the importance of art and its ability to 
unify people across borders and neurodiversity.

Along with four other dance films produced by 
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia and Japan, the 
film was screened in Osaka in January 2021. The 
visibility of persons with disabilities is prominent 
in the film, with one deaf dancer and another 
dancer with Down Syndrome demonstrating 
exciting progress in the realm of representation for 
people with disabilities.

17

After the successful performance of “Breakthrough 
Journey”, the Agency of Cultural Affairs, Big-i and 
Arts for the Disabled Association (Hong Kong) co-
organised the Asia Performing Arts Exchange Project 
with the title “Spread Our Common Sense 2021”. 

Peter Sau, Head of Artistic Development (Performing 
Arts), represented VSA(S) as one of the Asian 
speakers to share his perspectives on the theme 
“Collaboration, Creation, Empathy and New Creation”. 
He emphasised the importance of disability-
led projects and space-making in the local and 
international context, and talked about how VSA(S) 
has been promoting such efforts in Singapore.
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See What I See (18th Edition)

Date: 20 March 2021

Our annual visual art competition “See What I See” returned 
for its 18th edition. Despite the ongoing pandemic, a total of 
380 entries were received from 24 special needs schools and 
related organisations in Singapore.

The competition was open to children, youth and young 
adults with disabilities, aged 6 to 35 years old. Three judges 
– Mr Zaki Razak, Mr Jeremy Hiah and Ms Zoe Tan – were 
invited to select the top three artworks and five merit award 
winners from each category. 

The award ceremony was held over Zoom and attended 
by the winners, their parents/caregivers, judges, teachers, 
volunteers and staff. An exhibition was further held at Far 
East Plaza from 17 April to 13 June 2021. Showcasing 
72 artworks, the exhibition was made possible through 
the support of the Cultural Matching Fund and Far East 
Organisation. This exhibition was open to the public and 
served as a platform to raise awareness of the abilities of our 
children and youths with disabilities in visual art.

VSA(S) Annual Report 2020/21

Date: 23rd October 2020

VSA(S) Out Loud is an annual event 
presented by VSA(S) that features 
neurodiverse poets from our literary 
arts programme, WORDS. 2020 marked 
our third year collaborating with Writing 
Through, Jazz Association (Singapore) 
(JASS) and the Singapore Writers Festival 
(SWF).

Since 2017, the SWF has honoured us with 
the opportunity to present our poetry at 
The Arts House. In 2020, we are thankful 
for their support to expand VSA(S) Out 
Loud into the digital space. 

As per previous years, our poets took part 
in poetry writing workshops facilitated 
by Writing Through. They produced 
five poems and performed alongside 

From L to R: Andrea Brankin, Kevin, Jacob, Angelene Chong, 
Joy (holding Peace placard), Li Xiang, Klare, Teng Siheng, Jeffrey 
Tan, Josephine (holding Perspective placard), Weixiang Tan, Choo 
Jun Wei and Joe Lee. Andrea Brankin and Angelene Chong are 
volunteers from Writing Through, while Weixiang Tan, Jeffrey Tan, 
Joe Lee, and Teng Siheng are musicians from JASS. The rest are 
neurodiverse poets from WORDS.

Left: Claire Teo and Dawn-joy Leong - To Theatre
Right: Stephanie Esther Fam and Parvinderjeet Kaur - Essence of Intimacy

Top: Eugene Soh - United Even in a Very Bad Situation
Left: Grace Ng - Between Us
Right: Timothy Lee and Tang Sook Kuan - Together

jazz music by JASS. Additionally, 8 
professional and emerging artists created 
a multi-disciplinary body of work inspired 
by the anchor poem, Perspectives (Even 
in a Bad Situation). Directed by our Head 
of Artistic Development (Performing 
Arts) Peter Sau, what emerged was a 
confluence of artistic expressions from 
neurodiverse, deaf and disabled artists.

VSA(S)’s theme was “Connection”, 
complementing the SWF’s theme of 
“Intimacy” well. With human connection 
largely confined to the digital space 
during this pandemic, the presented 
works certainly challenged perceptions 
of interaction and provided solutions for 
overcoming this crisis as a united human 
race.

Artistic Stanzas: 
Singapore Writers Festival Poetry Workshops
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VSA(S) 
Engages
VSA(S) partners with external  part ies to run 
meaningful  and relevant projects which al low 
benef ic iar ies to engage with the community.  This 
enables our benef ic iar ies to gain sel f-conf idence 
and provides them with opportunit ies to interact 
with the larger world. 

Arts & Disability Forum

Date: 7-9 October 2020

The Arts & Disability Forum (ADF2020) returned 
for the fourth time this year with the focus on 
“Cultivating Collaborations, Increasing Access”.

Jointly organised by VSA(S) and the National Arts 
Council Singapore, partnered with Singapore 
International Foundation and supported by British 
Council, ADF 2020 brought together more than 10 
speakers from Australia, India, Malaysia, Singapore 
and the United Kingdom to share their diverse 
experiences and best practices. 

ADF2020 was held virtually for the first time due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, that did not 
deter participants from signing up with more than 

VSA(S) Out Loud x ITE 

Date: August 2020

In the last quarter of 2020, student-volunteers from ITE participated in our annual 
VSA(S) Out Loud project with VSA(S) students. 

There were 3 stages to the event. In the first stage, ITE volunteers attended a writing 
workshop by our partner, Writing Through, to hone their skills in creative brainstorming 
and writing. Afterwards, they were organised into groups with VSA(S) students and 
co-wrote beautiful and poignant poems together. Finally, the volunteers themselves 
designed Instagram posts for their poems to be featured on our Instagram page.

A total of 12 poems were produced from this collaboration and we thank the ITE 
volunteers for being so enthusiastic and forthcoming with their ideas.

500 delegates from over 15 countries registering 
for the forum. Through carefully curated 
keynote presentations, panel discussions, 
breakout sessions and online zoom workshops, 
participants actively exchanged ideas on 
advancing inclusivity in the arts.

We would like to give our heartfelt thanks to 
all our partners, speakers, moderators and 
delegates for allowing this forum to be such a 
success, especially since the pandemic forced it 
to take place on a virtual platform.

Right: Panel Discussion #1 – 
Collaborations | Ruth Fabby, Stevens 
Chan, Jean 

Left: Breakout A – Audience Development 
and Engagement | Alicia Teng, Kavitha 
Krishnan, Paul Adams

Panel Discussion #2 – Incorporating 
Access | Caroline Bowditch, Sofia 
Begum,Tan Beng Tian

Left: Breakout B – Artistic Collaborations 
Across Abilities | Partho Bhowmick, Dawn 
joy-Leong, Claire Teo, Peter Sau



VSA(S) Foundation x Keppel Charity 
Golf Club

Date: September to October 2020

VSA(S) is one of the distinct beneficiaries for the Keppel 
Charity Golf Club 2020. Our Visual Arts Foundation 
Programme (ALERT) students designed postcards for 
the event to show appreciation for the donors. A total of 
26 students were involved in this project, creating lovely 
cards of appreciation during class.

VS Choir Singing Circle of Life 
at The Purple Parade 2020

Date: 31 October 2020 

Even during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
demonstrations of hope like The Purple Parade 
persevered and garnered tremendous support. 
Over 2,600 Singaporeans, including Prime 
Minister Lee Hsien Leong and Deputy Prime 
Minister Heng Swee Keat, pledged in a video 
montage to support inclusion and celebrate 
the talents and hard work of artists with 
disabilities. 

The Purple Parade performances on 31 
October 2020 were spearheaded by The Purple 
Symphony, Rare Disorders Society and various 
other organisations. It was live-streamed on 

Project FUEL 

Date: 20 October 2020 

VSA(S) participated in an international collaboration under 
Singapore International Foundation (SIF) called “Arts for 
Good Project: World Wisdom Map”. Organised by Project 
FUEL from India, 5 of our Visual Arts Foundation Programme 
(ALERT) students – Dina, Issac, Julian, Bryanleo and 
Brendan – submitted an artwork inspired by stories from 
overseas countries. We are super excited to share their 
wonderful creations, which are exhibited online on the 
programme’s website: https://worldwisdommap.com/artwork-
exhibit?type=students
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the Purple Parade’s Facebook page, with a special 
screening at the Suntec Singapore Convention and 
Exhibition Centre. 

VSA(S)’s own VS Choir performed a wonderful 
rendition of “Circle of Life” from The Lion King, 
accompanied by an instrumental interlude using a 
melodica. 

The message of finding one’s place in the world and 
persevering through life’s troubles struck a chord 
during these tumultuous times, and the music’s 
soothing tranquillity was a balm for the minds of the 
people.

Art Jamming Workshops for CSR and 
Teambuilding

Date: 21-22 March 2021

Frasers Properties generously provided its space at Changi 
City Point for an art jamming workshop. Over the course of 
two days, our professional artist Raymond Lau was on-site to 
conduct the workshops for interested shoppers at the mall.

Participants young and old found the sessions relaxing and fun 
as they were guided towards producing their very own pieces 
of art from a blank canvas.
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Expressions of Love - VSA(S) Theatre 
& Dance Experiential Workshop

Date: 10 November 2020 

In VSA(S)’s inaugural collaboration with Bizlink 
Day Activity Centre, an organisation dedicated to 
assisting people with disabilities to become gainfully 
employed, we conducted our very first pro-bono 
Theatre and Dance Experiential Workshop for a 
group of their beneficiaries. Helmed by VSA(S) Head 
of Artistic Development, Peter Sau, the two-hour 
introductory workshop included elements of expression, 
vocalisation, music and dance. 

The artistic exchange displayed in the workshop was an 
unforgettable experience. Our trainers and support staff 
were extremely invigorated by the talented individuals 
and their enthusiasm for the performance. After the 
success of the workshop, VSA(S) is excited to launch 
more art programmes for Bizlink Day Activity Centre.

Performing for Joy and Hope

Date: 1-7 December 2020  

Themed “The Best Week Ever”, the 2020 SG Cares 
Giving Week celebrated the notion of giving in all 
forms. This year’s event marked the very first hybrid 
Giving Week with both virtual and offline activities for 
the public. It featured in-person speeches by President 

Halimah Yacob and Mr Edwin Tong (Minister 
for Culture, Community and Youth) and 
various group performances, all with the hope 
of rallying people to come together to uplift 
those in need.

VSA(S) was proud to be involved as one of 
the streamed performances, providing spirited 
and lively music using the cajon. Our students 
Jonathan, Nabil, Theodore and Daniel truly 
enjoyed the unique experience and were 
grateful for the opportunity to spread joy to 
the public.

The pandemic has indeed brought challenges 
and hardships to society, making it all the 
more important that we all work together to 
support each other.

Uniqlo x Comm Chest Collaboration

Date: 1-7 December 2020  

To mark Giving Week, Uniqlo’s UTme! app 
collaborated with the Community Chest to produce 
T-shirts bearing the works of creative individuals 
from four social service agencies, including VSA(S).

Entitled “A Kaleidoscopic View of the World”, the 
campaign successfully raised $10,000 from sales of 
the T-shirts and the proceeds were disbursed equally 
among the four organisations. 

VSA(S)’s artist-in-training Noah Tan had two of 
his artworks “Happy Fish” and “Beautiful World 
of Colour and Shape” selected by Uniqlo for 
the campaign. We are grateful to be part of the 
campaign and congratulate Noah on his wonderful 
achievement.

VSA(S) x Hook Coffee Christmas 
Special

Date: December 2020
  
In the lead-up to the festive period, VSA(S) collaborated 
with Hook Coffee on a Christmas Special Hook Coffee 
Advent Calendar. 8 of our beneficiaries from the Visual 
Arts Foundation Programme (ALERT) created 24 unique 
and beautiful artworks that were used as designs for 
Hook’s coffee packages. The Hook Coffee Advent 
Calendar was available for purchase at retail outlets and 
online.

The 8 beneficiaries – Brandon, Dina, Joshua, Joy, Royce, 
Janelle, Ethan and Kevin, together with their parents 
– also shared more about the process of creating the 
artworks on social media. It was an extremely enjoyable 
experience for our students and we hope to take on more 
of such collaborations in the future.
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VSA(S) x Sephora: Raising Awareness for Persons with Disabilities 

Date: Since March 2021

Our students collaborated with French beauty retailer Sephora to produce a series of designs for 
their products and stores. The five students who participated in this project were Au Chin Siang, 
Janelle Seah, Jonathan Lew, Tan Cher Xuan and Timothy Charles Ganesan. A big thank you to 
Sephora and our five students!

Clementi Showcase: Decorating a New 
Space? Do Good while Enjoying Art

Date: November 2020

Recently, several paintings from our professional artists 
were seen at the showflat for Clavon, a condominium 
development in Clementi. Some visitors enjoyed the 
displays so much that they reached out to VSA(S) 
to purchase the pieces, as well as inquire about 
commissioning our artists for paintings.

Unique in every sense of the word, each artwork has a 
special story behind it and reflects the vision of the artist. If 
you would like a one-of-a-kind piece that not only fills up a 
space but also acts as a conversation starter, reach out to 
us at sales@vsa.org.sg. 
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VSA(S) 
Enriches
VSA(S) seeks to create awareness and enr ich l ives 
through the outreach, fundrais ing and volunteer ing 
act iv i t ies that we organise. 
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Fundraising: Arts from the Heart and Every 
Drop Matters 

2020 was not an easy year with the COVID-19 pandemic affecting 
everyone. Our first online campaign in 2020 was “Arts from the Heart”. 
Launched on Mother’s Day, we received a total of $3,470.20 from more 
than 60 donors.

Our subsequent fundraising project, “Every Drop Matters”, aimed to 
garner 5,000 supporters to donate $30 each so that we can continue 
to provide quality art lessons and activities for our beneficiaries. The 
campaign ran for six months from 5 October 2020 to 31 March 2021. 

We are grateful to have successfully raised $33,637 from 273 donors 
via the Giving.sg and PayNow platforms.

Thank you to all our sponsors 
& donors in FY20/21!

Total raised: $544K

Corporate & Others: 77%
Foundations: 8%
Individuals: 15%

Bizlink Day Activity Centre - Drama 
Programme 
Date: February 2020

After our very first pro-bono Theatre and Dance 
Experiential Workshop at Bizlink Day Activity Centre 
(DAC) in November 2020, we now have a recurring drama 
programme. 

We are pleased to have brought back the drama 
programme on 2 February 2021, incorporating more 
in-depth theatrical elements such as body form, body 
language and puppetry. Learning also took place beyond 
the curriculum, with each participant encouraged to 
contribute as a responsible team player.

We are extremely proud to see our participants’ growth 
and look forward to conducting the dance programme 
with Bizlink DAC in the future. This is a definite step 
forward in VSA(S)’s mission of providing access to the 
arts for persons with disabilities. By garnering more 
support, we hope to extend this platform to more social 
service organisations and special education schools.

March Holiday Workshops

Date: 20-22 March 2021 

Contemporary Puppetry Holiday Workshop
To all those who have grown up enjoying the 
American children’s television series Sesame 
Street, the Contemporary Puppetry Workshop was 
an excellent chance to learn the art of puppetry 
and recreate those magical moments.

Helmed by award winning actress Tan Beng Tian, 
this one-off intimate workshop kept participants 
captivated right from the start. They learned the 
fundamental techniques of animating a puppet, 
breathing life into it and using it for storytelling, 
performance and communication.

The workshop also had many crafting 
opportunities. For instance, participants made 
beautiful butterflies from recycled paper, adding 
pieces of tissue to form embellishments while 
colouring the wings with attractive patterns. The 
attending caregivers expressed their appreciation 
for the workshop, which they felt sparked their 
child’s creativity and imagination.
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With just 10.5 full time equivalent staff members, VSA(S) 
is a small organisation that relies heavily on volunteers to 
help with our classes, workshops, events, committees and 
administrative work.

Unique volunteers who 
have signed up for at 
least one project or 
activity

Volunteer engagements in 3 main 
areas: class volunteerism, events, 
and small side projects (data entry, 
video editing, graphic design, etc).

71 304

Volunteer Appreciation Party 

Date: 26 February 2021 

The Volunteer Appreciation Party was held virtually via zoom. The event was attended by board members 
and staff who wanted to express their appreciation to volunteers for their kind support and service to our 
beneficiaries. It does take a village to raise a child. Having all the extra hands truly help with our vision of 
empowering artists with disabilities. We are always happy to have more volunteers on board.

If you are interested to volunteer, you may register via our website (https://www.vsa.org.sg/volunteers) 
and get updated on the latest volunteering opportunities.

Hip Hop Holiday Workshop
Mention hip hop and we often think of able-
bodied dancers or celebrities performing slick 
choreographies. At VSA(S), hip hop is all-
inclusive and we welcome everyone, regardless 
of physical ability, age and culture to take the 
dance floor.

On 22 March 2021, VSA(S) presented a dynamic 
dance ensemble of 14 participants. Coached by 
hip hop instructor Luqman B Asad through step-
by-step cues, our young dancers capped the 
workshop with an energetic performance. The 
dance even included a storytelling of the beloved 
children’s story, Alex and the Lion.

Amid the increasingly 
vibrant charity scene, 
VSA(S) aims to stand out 
by highlighting its unique 
and crucial mission – to 
become the premier arts 
organisation in Singapore 
serving the disabled and 
special needs community.

Facebook Page
No. of Likes: 

Instagram
No. of Followers

Website
No. of Views 
(Average per month)

4500
680
5245

Did you know that VSA(S) 
sells merchandise? We 
are delighted to share the 
wonderful products our 
artists have created this 
past year. 

“Through the Looking Glass” by  Kenneth Lee

VSA(S) launched a new series of lacquer merchandise titled 
“Through the Looking Glass” by Kenneth Lee during October 2020. 
The detailed and intricate linework in this collection highlighted the 
beauty of Singapore’s landmarks such as Singapore Changi Airport, 
SuperTree Grove and Gardens by the Bay. 

Kenneth is a young talented artist from our artist-in-training 
programme. He takes great joy in seeing his artworks displayed for 
the public. His most cherished ambition is to become a full-fledged 
artist, which is an aspiration that is supported by his parents. 
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Christmas Merchandise 

During the year-end festivities, VSA(S) launched its annual 
Christmas collection so that everyone can enjoy a safe and 
joyful celebration. Special thanks to 
our beneficiary Joy Koh for designing 
the templates and to our volunteers for 
colouring the designs. This was our very first 
time launching a collection, which included 
customisable pouches and mask cases, that 
was wholly designed by our beneficiary and 
volunteers. It was very well-received among 
buyers, with many purchasing it as gifts for 
loved ones.

Warming up with Red 
As part of our Artisanal Crafter’s Guild 
(ACG) programme, our artists created 
artisanal red mugs to welcome the 
Chinese New Year spirit in February 
2021. The series of red mugs was 
crafted by Mimi, Nicholas, See Mui and 
Chin Siang.

VSA(S) x Ez-Link 
Collaboration
During the Christmas season, we 
produced a series of Ez-Link cards 
designed by our artists-in-training 
Aaron Yap, Amelia Tan, Floyd Thien 
and Noah Tan.
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GOVERNANCE

Patron

Professor Tommy Koh

Corporate Secretary

Ms Chia Yong Yong

VSA(S) Board of Directors for FY 2020/2021

Mr Andrew Liew 
Advisor - Banking & 

Finance
Chairman

(29 May 2014)

Mr John Alexander 
Lombard 

CEO, NTT Ltd - Asia Pacifc
Board Member

(22 December 2018)

Dr Azariah Tan
Professional Pianist, Artist 

& Educator
Board Member

(1 January 2021)

Mr Chua Swee Leong Eric 
Parliamentary Secretary, 

MSF & MCCY
Board Member

(30 March 2019)

Mr Han Hee Jan
Senior Advisor - 

Singapore Consultancy
Board Member

(9 October 2020)

Ms Chan Su-Lynn 
Jacqueline 

Partner, Milbank LLP
Board Member

(31 March 2010)*

Mr Tan Keng Sin Patrick  
Managing Partner, Havenport

Investments Pte Ltd
Board Member
(28 June 2015)

* VSA(S) Board of Director, Jacqueline Chan, who has been with the Board since 2010, will continue to 
contribute in strategising and planning for the charity’s future, especially in her specific area of expertise on 
legal and regulatory matters.
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Conflict of Interest Policy:
All board members of VSA(S) are required to understand the 
charity’s conflict-of-interest policy and make full disclosure of 
interests, relationships and holdings that could potentially result 
in a conflict of interest. The board members have fully compiled 
with the conflict-of-interest policy.

Related Entities: 
VSA Singapore is a member of the VSA International Network.

Annual Remuneration: 
We have 2 paid staff whose remuneration are in bands of 
$100,000. 

We have no paid staff who are a close member of the family 
belonging to the Executive Director or a Board Member.

Reserve Policy: 
The reserve policy of VSA(S) is to target a reserve level of two 
years to sustain its programme.

Board Meetings: 
VSA(S) held 4 board meetings and 1 AGM during the fiscal year:
27 June 2020 (Absent with apologies - Eric Chua)
26 September 2020
28 November 2020
20 March 2021 (Absent with apologies - Jacqueline Chan)

Whistle-Blowing Policy and Procedure: 
For VSA(S) whistle-blowing policy and procedure, 
please visit http://vsa.org.sg for more details.

Governance Compliance: 
For VSA(S) Governance Evaluation Checklist, please visit 
http://charities.gov.sg under code compliance in the organisation 
profile.

VSA Artspace @ Bedok
Block 133 Bedok North Avenue 3 

#01-138 Singapore 460133 
Telephone: +65 6448 6275

VSA Artspace @ Changi
5 Changi Business Park Central 1

#03-01 Changi City Point Singapore 486038 
Telephone: +65 6604 9431

Email: general@vsa.org.sg
Website: www.vsa.org.sg 

Facebook/Instagram: @vsa.singapore
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